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Data, as many have noted, has become a new oil, which means that we no longer consider the information we hold to be merely the cost of doing business, but as a valuable asset and a potential source of competitive advantage. It has become the fuel that drives advanced technologies such as machine
learning. The problem that is emerging, however, is that our ability to produce data exceeds our ability to store it. In fact, an article in the journal Nature predicts that by 2040, data storage would consume 10-100 times the expected supply of silicon-grade microchips using current technology. Obviously,
we need a breakthrough in data storage. One possible solution is DNA, which is about a million times denser than today's flash drives. It is also more stable, safer and consumes minimal energy. The problem is that it is currently too expensive. However, a startup that emerged from MIT, called Catalog,
may find the breakthrough we're looking for: low-cost DNA Storage.Growing in his native Korea, Hyunjun Park never planned a career in business, let alone a technology business, but plans to become a biologist. He graduated with honors from Seoul National University and then went on to earn a
doctorate from the University of Wisconsin. He later joined Tim Lu's lab at MIT, which specializes in synthetic biology. At an earlier time, he would have embarked on an established career path, from PhD to post-doc, assistant professor to tenure. These days, however, there is a growing trend for graduate
students to gain entrepreneurial education in parallel with traditional scientific curricula. Park participated in both the Wisconsin Entrepreneurial Bootcamp and the MIT launch. He also met a kindred spirit in Nate Roquet, a PhD student who was about to finish his work and began to think about what to do
next. Inspired to speak from the chief science officer at the Seed Fund, IndieBio, the two began talking seriously about starting a company together based on their work in synthetic biology. As they roamed around the ideas, the topic of DNA storage emerged. By this time, the benefits of the technology
were well known, but it was not considered practical, costing hundreds of thousands of dollars to store just a few hundred megabytes of data. However, both did some back-of-the-envelope calculations and became convinced that it could do much cheaper. The basic concept of DNA storage is simple.
Basically, all you have to do is encode the ones and zeros of the digital code into the T,G, A, and C genetic code. However, putting these genetic molecules together is tedious and expensive. The idea that Park and Roquet came up with was to use enzymes to alter strands of DNA, rather than building
them piece by piece. Contrary to popular opinion, most traditional venture capital firms, such as those that inhabit Sand Hill Road in Silicon Valley, do not invest in ideas. They invest in products. However, IndieBio is not a typical They give only a small amount of seed capital, but offer other services such
as wet labs, entrepreneurial education and scientific mentorship. Park and Roquet reached out to them and found some interest. We invest in problems, not necessarily solutions, Arvind Gupta, founder of indiebio told me. Here the problem is huge. How do you keep your knowledge of the world safe? We
know that DNA can last for thousands of years and can be replicated very cheaply. This is a really big deal and Hyunjun and Nate's approach was incredibly exciting. Once the pair entered the four-month IndieBio program, they found them both promising and disappointing. Their approach could
dramatically reduce the cost of storing information in DNA, but not fast enough to create a commercially viable product. They'd have to turn around if they wanted to turn their idea into a real business. One error in catalog access was that the process was too complex to scale. Yet they found that by
starting with just a few different strands of DNA and attaching them together, much like a printing press pre-arranges words in a book, they could come up with something that was not only scalable but commercially viable in terms of cost. The second problem was more thorny. Working with enzymes is
incredibly labor-intensive, and as biologists, Park and Roquet did not have the expertise of mechanical engineering to make their process feasible. Luckily, consultant Darren Link teamed up with Cambridge Consultants, an innovative consulting firm that could help them. We started to deal with the
problem, and it seemed that, at least on paper, it might work, Richard Hammond, chief technology officer and head of synthetic biology at Cambridge Consultants, told me. We are now about halfway through the production of the first prototype and believe that we can significantly process and scale it. We
are increasingly confident that we can solve the basic technical challenges. The first prototype of the machine, to be completed by the beginning of 2019, will be able to encode the full terabit per day and by 2022 the company expects to be able to increase to petabit - ; 1000-fold improvement. This should
make the process competitive for archival storage, such as medical and legal records, as well as storing film databases in film studios. I think the fact that we're inventing a whole new storage medium is really exciting, Park told me. I don't think we know yet what the real potential is, because the biggest
use cases probably don't exist yet. What I do know is that our demand for data storage will soon outst exceed our supply and we are excited about the possibility of solving this problem. A generation ago, the task of improving data storage would only be seen as a computer science problem. Yet today the
digital era is coming to an end and we will have to look for further and broader solutions to the problems we face. With the huge improvement in genomics overcoming Moore's law these days, we can expect biology to increasingly play a role. Traditional information technologies were strictly areas of
electrical engineeres, physicists and coders, Gupta of IndiaBio told me. What we are increasingly finding is that biology, which has been honed for millions of years by evolution, can often point the way to solutions that are more robust and potentially, much cheaper and more efficient. Yet this
phenomenon goes far beyond biology. We are also seeing similar accelerations in other areas, such as material science and space-related technologies. We are also seeing a new kind of investors like IndieBio that focus specifically on entrepreneur scientists. I consider myself a product of a growing
ecosystem for scientific entrepreneurs at universities and in the investor community, Park told me. Make no mistake. We are entering a new era of innovation, and the traditional approach to Silicon Valley will not get us where we need to go. Instead, we need to establish greater cooperation between the
scientific community, the investor community, and government agencies to solve increasingly complex and interdisciplinary problems. That creepy guy from the office comes near you in the break room, and you feel uncomfortable right away. What's wrong with him? Greasy hair? Weird laugh? That
painfully awkward chat? Are you creepy? Feb. 10, 201701:15All of the above, says a new study. While we've been identifying other people as creepy for generations, few definitions of what creepy actually exists. But now, the study outlines the traits and behaviors that give some guys – yes, men score
higher than women when it comes to ickiness – that creepy quality. RELATED: Winning personality: The benefits of being ambivertCreepiness is that it is unable to determine if there is a threat, said Frank McAndrew, Cornelia H. Dudley professor of psychology at Knox College and author of the study.
Men may be perceived as scarier than women because they are perceived as more menacing, according to a McAndrew.To research topic, McAndrew asked 1,341 people to complete an online survey. Participants assessed how creepy behavior or traits were on a scale of one to five, where one was
highly unlikely and five were very likely. They were also asked which occupations and hobbies were the scariest. A study says this behavior makes a person 'creepy' (Ugh, stop laughing) April 11, 201601:07RELATED: Are you really an introvert? 3 surprising ways to tellCreepy traits and behaviors
include: Standing too close to someoneSmy strangely Talk too much about the topic, especially sexDucation at inappropriate timesDimit someone from the conversationView unwanted sexual interestDistingute to take pictures of peopleViewing too much or too little emotionNourished eyesChooded
eyesSelecting a paste of skinStretching greasy hairStretching dark bags for eyesClosing dirty or weird underwearSpeed lipsSaying hobbies things including dolls, insects, and — eww! — nails? Any kind of watching, such as birdwatching or photographyThe most terrible profession probably will not
surprise anyone:ClownTaxidermistSex store ownerFuneral directorTaxi driverKLG, Hoda: What color is your personality? June 10, 201602:17 Participants' responses suggest that it is possible that scary people simply do not understand social cues and norms. Wearing dirty clothes or laughing
inappropriately, for example, fall beyond what people expect and signal warnings about someone. RELATED: Home watched 'The Observer' back on the marketThe survey highlights how negatively we respond to people who don't follow unsexperiored rules for social behavior, said Pontus Leander, an
assistant professor of psychology at the University of Groningen who has studied how scary people literally give us the ire. I was also struck by the finding that most indicators of 'creepiness' have to do with nonverbal or physical characteristics. Fearsomeness seems to have a physical dimension, Leander
said.But at least one expert disagrees with the paper's findings. It's all correlated, so the causal conclusion needs to be muted, for example, that 'creepiness' is due to the ambiguity of the threat, going too far, said Frank Farley, a professor of psychology at Temple University. More research is needed to
explore ethnic, cultural, diversity, social classes, literacy, personality and other differences in judgments about creepiness. This story was originally published in April 2016.
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